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Bespoke Ceremony

DIY Couture

Made to Measure

Ready Made

Let Officially Hitched create a
bespoke wedding ceremony for you!
Your officiant will work with you and
your partner to design a ceremony
that reflects your union. The most
raved-about feature is writing your
original love story, the unique
signature of your wedding. By your
wedding day, everyone will think
you and your officiant have been
friends for years!

Today, many couples are writing
their own ceremonies, but still
want coaching, expert advice, and
professional
delivery.
Your
officiant will provide insight,
coaching, and editing as you write
your love story. Your officiant will
also help identify special elements.
A big plus of this option is that your
voice will come through loud and
clear, making it a wedding ceremony
only you could create!

We’ll tailor a ceremony to you and
your coupleship. Each element of
the ceremony will have been
selected based on your desires.
There will also be customizations
and inclusion of details from your
relationship. Your officiant will
deliver the ceremony with warmth
and grace.

Perfect for couples who want to
keep it simple, whether you’re
having a traditional ceremony, a
wedding at City Hall, or eloping. I’ll
meet with you for an hour, design
the outline of your wedding
ceremony, and find the perfect
ceremony in my repertoire to fit
you! Then we’ll connect for a 30minute session to review the script.

Crowd pleaser!
Most raved-about ceremonies!
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Rachael
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Most popular ceremony package!
A heartfelt ceremony you and
your guests won’t forget.

Your voice makes this truly your
ceremony!

Renesha
Westerfield

Derek Owens

Tina Chang
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Consultations

Officiating the
Ceremony

Solemnizing the
Marriage

Attending
Rehearsal

Original Love
Story

Special
Elements2

Cost

Bespoke Ceremony

3 hours over
3 meetings

x

x

x

Written just for
you

Officiant

$1275

DIY Couture

3 hours over
3 meetings

Written in
collaboration
with you

Officiant

$775

Made to Measure

1.5 hours over
2 meetings

x

x

Prepared
selections
tailored to you

$625

Ready Made

1.5 hours over
2 meetings

x

x

Select from
prepared
options

$425

Contact https://officiallyhitched.com | Rachael@officiallyhitched.com | (628) 400.2684
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Special elements might include rituals that symbolize unity (such as a unity candle) or creative elements that we create, borrow, or reinterpret.

